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E AND R AMENDMENTS TO LB 643

Introduced by Enrollment and Review Committee: Nordquist, 7,
Chairperson

1. Strike the original sections and all amendments1

thereto and insert the following new sections:2

Section 1. Section 70-311, Reissue Revised Statutes of3

Nebraska, is amended to read:4

70-311 (1) Whenever any county or township road5

construction, widening, repair, or grading project or any road6

ditch improvement project requires, or can reasonably be expected7

to require, the performance of any work within six ten feet of8

any electric transmission or electric distribution line, poles,9

or anchors, notice to the owner of such line, poles, or anchors10

shall be given by the respective county or township officers in11

charge of such projects. Such notice shall be given at least12

thirty ninety days prior to the start of any work when, because13

of road construction, widening, repair, or grading or a road ditch14

improvement project, or for any other reason, it is necessary15

to relocate such line, poles, or anchors or if such work will16

compromise the structural integrity of the line, poles, or anchors.17

(2) If a natural resources district will be altering a18

road structure or grading or moving earth for a flood control,19

recreation, or other project that requires, or can reasonably be20

expected to require, the performance of any work within ten feet of21

any electric transmission or electric distribution line, poles, or22

anchors, notice to the owner of such line, poles, or anchors shall23
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be given by the respective natural resources district in charge1

of such projects. Such notice shall be given at least ninety days2

prior to the start of any work when, because of such road structure3

alteration or grading or moving earth, or for any other reason, it4

is necessary to relocate such line, poles, or anchors or if such5

work will compromise the structural integrity of the line, poles,6

or anchors.7

Sec. 2. Original section 70-311, Reissue Revised Statutes8

of Nebraska, is repealed.9

2. On page 1, line 5, strike "resource" and insert10

"resources".11
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